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This paper was originally presented in Chapel Hill, open to outsiders in the management of the business 
North Carolina, at the Babson Entrepreneurship are more likely to engage in international trade. 
Research Conference (BERC) in June 2008. It was For the purpose of this study, “scale” is a measure 
awarded the Office of Advocacy Best Paper Award of the percentage of sales stemming from inter-
at the 2009 BERC meetings at Babson College in national markets. “Scope” refers to the number of 
Massachusetts. countries in which a firm does business.

Lucia Naldi is a research fellow and Mattias 
Nordqvist is an associate professor at the Jönköping Overall Findings
International Business School in Sweden. Dr. The empirical findings show that open family firms Nordqvist is also the codirector of the Center for attract more nonfamily resources through external Family Enterprise and Entrepreneurship at Jönköping ownership, board representation, the choice of a and a visiting scholar and codirector of the Global chief executive officer (CEO), and a large top man-STEP Project for Family Enterprising at Babson agement team that can enhance either the scale or the College. scope of its internationalization. 

In particular, the authors show that expansion 
Purpose across foreign markets is favored by opening up all 
Overseas markets offer enormous opportunities for levels of a firm’s governance structure. Penetration 
small businesses; yet many U.S. firms have not within foreign markets, on the other hand, is favored 
looked proactively at ways to engage in international by opening up the top management level alone.  
markets. The reason for this is twofold. First, the 
domestic market is large enough that many business- Highlights
es have no reason to explore exporting their goods •  Increases in external ownership among family-and services. Second, many small businesses do not run businesses are correlated with increases in the have the resources to devote to exploring new mar- scope, but not the scale, of exporting. That is, firms kets. Increased globalization may push more busi- with external ownership have an increased geograph-ness owners to rethink their export strategy. ic reach, but overall sales percentages from overseas This paper examines the likelihood that a family- are not affected.run enterprise is engaged internationally. In particu- •  Similarly, external board members enhance the lar, it looks at the amount of external or nonfamily scope or number of countries to which a family firm influence in the family business. The authors hypoth- exports, but not the scale—its involvement in differ-esize that external leadership can bring fresh ideas, ent types of activities across national borders.increased willingness to take risks, new sources of •  Having a nonfamily CEO affects the scale, but financial and human capital, and perhaps even inter- not the scope of internationalization. The authors national experience. Family businesses that are more made a similar finding with respect to the percentage 
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of nonfamily members constituting the top manage- Ordering Information
ment team. They surmise that these external actors The full text of this report is online at www.sba.gov/
bring functional skills to the management team that advo/research/rs346tot.pdf. Summaries and text of 
might be different from those of family-run leader- other studies performed under contract with the U.S. 
ship. These different skills may be beneficial to the Small Business Administration’s Office of Advocacy 
scale of a firm’s foreign operations, but are not likely are available on the Internet at www.sba.gov/advo/
to enhance its geographic reach.. research. Copies are available for purchase from:
•  Future research should explore why increases  National Technical Information Service

in external management (including a CEO and board 5285 Port Royal Road
members) are more likely to affect the scale of for- Springfield, VA 22161
eign-run operations, but not the scope. (800) 553-6847 or (703) 605-6000

TDD: (703) 487-4639
Scope and Methodology www.ntis.gov
The authors define a family firm as one in which  Order number: PB2009-110488
(1) one or more family members own at least 50 per- Paper A03 ($33.00)
cent of the firm’s shares, and (2) the CEO perceives Microfiche A03 ($27.00)
the business as a family firm. CD-ROM A00 ($30.00)

In 1997, the authors interviewed 2,020 Swedish Download A00 ($15.00)
small and medium-sized enterprises, of which 461 
were deemed to be family firms. These firms were For email delivery of Advocacy’s newsletter, 
contacted again in 2000; of these, 331 (71 percent) press, regulatory news, and research, visit http://
responded to the phone interview. Data from the web.sba.gov/list. For RSS feeds, visit www.sba.gov/
interviews were used as the dependent and inde- advo/rsslibrary.html.
pendent variables of fractional logit regressions. 
Results of these models appear in Tables 2 and 3 of 
the report.
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